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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2024 Winnebago View 24V, Winnebago View Class C diesel motorhome 24V
highlights: Convertible Twin Beds TrueComfort+ Sofa Full Bathroom Wardrobes
Bunk Over Cab Swivel Cab Seats ? This versatile View Class C diesel motorhome
gives you the ability to sleep in twin beds each with a wardrobe at the foot of the
bed, or you might like to use the? Flex Bed system ?to convert them into one 74" x
87" king bed . Other sleeping spaces include the bunk above the cab that the kids
will love, and the TrueComfort+ sofa slide out which includes a table for dining,
playing games, or maybe getting a little work done. You might even decide to add
the optional dual recliners with table instead if you don't think you will need the
extra sleeping space. The cook will have all the necessary appliances to make
warm meals including a convection microwave oven and an LP/induction
cooktop, and the curved cabinets and lighted soft-close galley drawers create an
upscale cooking experience. ? With each View Class C diesel motorhome by
Winnebago, you can extend your trips off grid with the industry-leading holding
tanks, the two 100W solar panels , the two deep-cycle Group 31 RV batteries, the
2,000W inverter, plus the 3,600W Cummins Onan MicroQuiet LP generator. The
insulated sleeper deck is built with premium thermal and acoustic insulation
allowing the SuperShell sleeper deck to be more comfortable and relaxing during
any season. The View is built on a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis with advanced
safety features giving you peace of mind, and the MBUX touchscreen
infotainment system has intelligent voice control , navigation, a Wi-Fi hotspot, and
more! The interior offers luxury space and simple solutions for storage, plus it
also has vinyl flooring and laminate countertops for easy clean-up.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 21092951
VIN Number: 35020-21092951
Condition: New
Length: 25
Slideouts: 1

Item address , Seffner, Florida, United States
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